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The Resurrection
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°14

DM ’er green and grassy bales, and Hills of blue
Worn came; at first a soft, uncertain light,
GAbich orobe away the heaby pall of night,
Warming the air chilled with the fresh of new.
€’en as the sun rose high the retinue
Ot soldiers still lap sleeping round the tomb,
CAberein lay Jesus, Lord and Savior, whom
Chat Friday, they with sin benighted slew.
But soon the guards were wakened by a glare
Ot beab’nlp light; anon a bision fair
Co their bedassled, wond’ ring epes was shown;
An angel, all in white, removed the stone,
And from the open tomb, from death's repose
In which be lay three days, lo: Christ arose.
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E all are witnesses of the world-astounding

rapidity with

which the science of chemistry has grown and developed
since the middle of the seventeenth century.
At this time

the predominant idea, established by Aristotle and Paracelsus, that the elements were solely the qualitative factors
of substances, was abandoned.
As we contemplate this
period, when chemistry was transformed from simple speculation to a science of experiment and theory, there looms up before us the multiple-siar,
Boyle. Dalton, and Avogadro—men who by clear definitions and wellgrounded conventions, laid the foundation to the upbuilding of this noble
science. We cannot, however, neglect. the name of the illustrious Lavoisier,
who overthrew the pet Phlogiston Theory and set in its place the current,
satisfactory explanation of combustion and oxidation. With him began the
period of quantitative research and upon the path thus blazed, followed the
immortals Berzelius, Liebig, Wohler, and Kekulé.
It was Lavoisier who

first announced that fundamental principle of modern science, that matter
may be changed, but not destroyed or created.
It is to Boyle and Dalton that science owes gratitude for the present
conception of the elements and atoms.
Paracelsus had taught: “Three are
the substances that give existence to a body: sulphur, mercury and salt.”
Robert Boyle found that one kind of matter could unite with others to form
new substances and that these new substances could again be separated into
their respective original factors. Hence in his “Sceptical Chymist,” Boyle
substituted the Paracelsist idea of the three substance-building qualities of
sulphur, mercury and salt, by our present conceptions of chemical elements

and chemical compounds.
Each new theory brings with it new difficulties which, unless they can be
satisfactorily explained,

render

the promising

theory

worthless.

So it is

that difficulties arose with regard to the theory of elements and compounds.
Since the elements were said to be present in their respective compounds, it
should naturally follow that the latter be made up of particles of the former.

It was reserved to Dalton to broaden and supplement Boyle’s notions by
giving to the world the ideas of atoms, molecules, and affinity.
He established that the atoms of the respective elements have weight and definite
°
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combining powers.
He set forth that there must be as many qualitatively
different, smallest parts or atoms as there are elements, and that, in harmony with Newton’s law, these atoms are held together, not as had been
formerly thought, by infinitely small hooks, but by a mutual attraction
similar to gravitation.
The theory of atomic weights set forth by Dalton
in 1803 was closely followed by a table of atomic weights, having as basis,

the weight of the hydrogen atom.
Thus one hypothesis followed closely on the heels of another and before
the scientist had been able to make the acquaintance of one theory, another

and more complicated one was upon him.
formation

of the following Laws

In rapid succession followed the

of Combination:

any given chemical

al-

ways contains the same elements in the same ratio by weight; in compounds made up of the same elements, at least one of the elements has a
relatively different weight in each compound, and this weight is always a
simple multiple of its least combining or atomic weight.
It is here that
the theory of valence, by which is meant the combining power of an element

with another, comes into question.
hydrogen

is taken

bining power.

as the unit.

Here also the

Some

combining

power

elements have more than

of

one com-

Basing themselves on the result of such researches, the pio-

neer chemists felt
only one atom and
Aided by many
their predecessors,
atomic weights of

justified in assigning to the molecules of some elements
to the molecules of other elements more than one atom.
new devices and instruments and with the knowledge of
the chemists of later years were enabled to calculate the
the elements with great precision. Favored by the spec-

troscope, new elements were discovered, and thus after having ascertained
the precise atomic weights and experimented on the relation of the physical
as well as chemical properties of the elements, such deep-thinking and inventive minds as those of the Russian chemist Mendelejef, and the German
Lothar Meyer, devised the Periodic Law. They showed that when arranged
in a series corresponding to their increase in atomic weights, the elements

showed periodic changes or differences, and that at definite intervals, elements of similar properties appeared. On the other hand it became apparent
that certain gaps marred the beautiful order which the subtile mind of
man had discerned in Nature.
‘he touchstone of true scientific hypothesis
now proved its powers by confidently asserting the existence of certain missing elements and which when discovered, would have the properties which
So it came to pass
their places in the Periodic System ascribed to them.
that gallium, scandium, and germanium—named after the nationality of

the fortunate discoverers—were successively identified and their properties
found to be in perfect agreement with the elements predicted to fill the
respective

gaps.

The

atmosphere,

analyzed

by Rayleigh

and

Ramsay,

has ©

also disclosed five new elements: argon, neon, krypton, and xenon, besides
helium, which, by means of the spectroscope had at an earlier date been
found to exist in the sun and in some rare minerals, as cleveite.
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None of the many new and interesting discoveries mentioned in the foregoing section carried with itself anything revolutionizing. They represented
merely a development and deepening of our knowledge, but effected no overthrow of accepted theories.
The idea of the chemical element as well as
that of the atom was not destroyed nor even altered to any practical extent.

But the scientist of to-day expects, as it were, something sensational ; he is
waiting for some grand surprise, something that will overthrow practically
the whole of present science.

This expectancy is well expressed in the fol-

lowing lines of one of our modern scientists: “Electric phenomena

have

always existed; but the knowledge of their existence, not to speak of their
explanation, is of but comparatively recent date. The X rays are known to
us since yesterday only, although they probably existed since matter is mat-

ter.

Hence, the past leads us to think that the cosmos still

holds

other

secrets in reserve—secrets more astounding, perhaps, than those already
revealed, but still waiting for man to bring them to light, indirectly if need
be, by the discovery of new means and methods of observation.” The alchemist’s dream has been dissipated; the Phlogiston Theory no longer exists.
Is it not likely, therefore, that ere long, our present-day Atomic Theory
must yield to some yet unknown hypothesis?
I dare answer, yes: for the
day has practically already dawned, and it seems most probable that many
of those now living shall witness this downfall.
That day dawned with the sensational discoveries of Madame Curie of
Paris.
When in 1898 she announced the discovery of that most peculiar

and wonderful of elements—radium—a shock was sent through the entire
scientific world.
She found the element to exist, though in extremely small
quantities, in pitchblende, a complicated mineral, which besides uranium
contains also lead, barium, calcium, and thorium.
‘The new element owes
its name to the circumstance that all radium compounds, give off peculiar
rays. It is not our present purpose to discuss these rays, but rather those

unprecedented

transformations

of which radium

is capable.

Because

of

these radiations, exhibited by radium and other radio-active substances, the

division line between. the sciences of chemistry and

physics

is becoming

fainter and fainter. Dorn, Rutherford, Ramsay and others have taken hand
in the investigation of this notable element, and to their efforts are due the

observations of some of the most striking phenomena concerning radium.
Among the first observations to be made was that, when heated, radium
compounds evolve a radio-active gas which is known as “emanation.”
It is
not to be understood, however, that the application of heat is a factor sine

qua non for the production of emanation.

Application of heat causes the

more rapid evolution of the gas liberated at all times but o-eluded by the
radium compound.
Emanation was also observed in an aqueous solution

of radium bromid. Most conspicuous among these phenomena is the one
remarked by Ramsay and Soddy in 1903. They noticed that emanation,
when retained for some time within sealed glass tubes and tested with the
spectroscope no longer revealed radium lines, but those of helium.
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Basing themselves on many and accurate repetitions
periment, it was definitely established that the radium
a form of transformation as to be no longer elemental
In fact, we already conclude that uranium is the parent

of the foresaid exhad undergone such
radium, but. helium.
of radium although

there are grounds for suspecting the existence of an intermediary element
of transformation analogous to emanation.

The working out of this phase

of the problem iz now occupying chemical researchers.

The above men-

tioned evolution of emanation together with its transformation into helium
gave rise to many difficulties which had to be satisfactorily explained and

which led, as we shall see, to alterations and radical amendments to Dalton’s atomic theory.

_It is evident that the atoms, being in a state of constant disintegration,
liberate an immense amount of energy.
This disintegration and concomitant transformation into other substances may be regarded as a sudden
bursting of the single atoms.
The fragments of disintegrated atoms constitute, on the one hand, the emanation which iis occluded in a great measure by the solid radian compounds and liberated by heat or solution, and
on the other, those positively electrified particles known as the X-rays. This
liberation of energy is violent, the fragments being thrown with great vigor
in all directions, giving birth to the X rays and creating heat by their im-:
pact on the mass of radium compound itself as well as on the retaining
walls of the vessel. In proportion to the eatire mass, this wholly spontaneous and continuous transformation of radium is one of extreme slowness.
Since we assume that the radium atom goes through five distinct
phases during its transformation into helium and an unidentified end preduct and since the atomic weights of radium and helium are respectively 226
and 4, it follows that the remaining product would have an atomic weight
equal to 205—a number which very closely approaches the atomic weight of
lead.
Taking this fact into consideration together with the occurrence of
lead in all the minerals containing uranium, it would seem that lead is a
secondary product of the atomic decomposition of radium.
These facts compel us to revise the definition of the atom as it is set forth

in Dalton’s Hypothesis.

We may then define an atom as being a wnt of

matter when ordinary processes of chemical combination and separation
take place and whose governing factors are known and capable of being
artificially controlled. When, however, intrinsic forces enter into play, the
atom may spontaneously disintegrate and develop an imposing quantity of

energy. Again, according to Dalton, the atoms of one element are of the
same nature and are subject to the same simultaneous chemical changes,
whereas in the light of our present-day knowledge,

these changes may

also

be progressive and partial for one and the same element.
Hardly had this new conception of atoms and elements gained a firm hold
when Ramsay made known the results of a series of experiments which made

it seem as though the ambitious dreams of the alchemist were not so chimer-
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ical after all. He found that the decomposition of radium emanation in
water or in a solution of copper sulphate does not necessarily result in

helium. The emanation in aqueous contact gives rise to neon together with
but slight traces of helium, and the product of the transformation in a
saturated copper sulphate solution is argon with traces of neon.
But the
wonders do not cease here.
After the precipitation of the copper, the remaining liquid showed the spectra of calcium and sodium and _ lithium.
Repeating the same process, excluding, however, the emanation, yielded no
such spectra, whereas the intervention of emanation once more gave the
above results.
Ramsay assumes that, under the influence of emanation,
copper is transformed into lithium, the proximate element of the periodic
system possessing a smaller atomic weight.

Here then, we have an atomic destruction which is no longer spontaneous,
but taking place under the influence of an exterior force.
The chemical
elements of our periodic system would thus represent a more stable form
of matter, the resultants of a series of transition-forms of short duration,
haiting places where the atomic disintegrations have come to a standstill.
Early chemists, including Prout (1815) were inclined to believe that all
the elements had a common parent, namely, hydrogen.
Now it is a belief
established on facts, that elements of highest atomic weights, as uranium,

thorium, and radium, are the sources of lighter elements. But this process
of transformation is one of such extreme slowness as not to be of any practical importance, if we would desire to use this method for generating other
elements from one of higher atomicity. The following passage from Soddy’s S
lecture on “Present Status of Radio-Activity” clearly points out why the
old alchemists were working along incorrect lines in their efforts to transmute baser metals into Able ones.
“If his aim was to deduce a heavy
metal, such as gold, out of a lighter one, such as silver, then he was working at a useless problem.
Frankly stated, even if the process were possible,
it could at no rate have been a paying proposition.
The cost of the ex-

pended

energy

which would necessarily have to be stored up within the

metal,

would

cost more

gold.

The necessary energy to transform one ounce of

by far, than would

be the value

would require the energy liberated in the consumption

of the produced

silver

into

gold,

of several hundred

tons of coal. If on the contrary, the alchemist endeavored to obtain gold
from a heavier metal such as lead, the results following the liberation of
the immense quantity of energy stored up within the lead might have been
terribly disastrous, as is illustrated by the fate of that legendary bright

scholar who invented a wonderful explosive, the composition of which remained

a mystery

laboratory.

because

both inventor

and

invention blew up with his

In fact, the alchemist with his limited means, trying to pro-

duce gold from lead or from silver, was striving to accomplish something
well-nigh as hopeless as an attempted destruction of a modern battleship
with the aid of a percussion cap.”
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It is to be expected that an element which is the product of the
disintegration of another, should be found, at least in small amount,
panying its producer. In point of fact, cleveite contains argon and
besides radium.
In like manner, we could surmise the presence of

and copper in radium and uranium compounds.

gradual
accomhelium,
lithium

In confirmation, we need

but add that Herbert McCoy of Chicago, discovered lithium and copper in

certain specimens of pitchblende.

On the other hand, the fact that radium

emanations, according to their surrounding conditions form helium or even
argon and neon (which are of the same group in the periodic table) leads

us to believe that elements of similar properties occur together in minerals.
This has also been found to be true in many cases. Thus arsenic usually
appears with antimony, nickel with cobalt, and the members of the platinum group, the rarer metals, cerium, lanthanum often congregate.
We thus see that the latest results of chemical research delve deep into

the sphere of mineralogy and into the knowledge of the chemical composition and distribution of the minerals. Much that has until now been looked
upon as merely accidental, will in the future be recognized as following
definite laws. Entirely new phases of the simultaneous occurrence cf elements will appear.
The keen eye of the scientific searcher will observe
closely what until new has been passed over. What has been looked upon
as an accidental impurity of minerals and unworthy of further attention,
will now be carefully studied in view of solving the transmutation of the
elements, whether this transmutation be already long completed or be still
in action.
Summarizing what has been here detailed and turning our gaze to the
future, we see looming up before us a picture of chemical, and with it, mineralogical as well as geological research and knowledge which but. a few
years ago would have been looked upon as a wild dream of our imagination.
Elements and atoms, regarded as stable and immutable, are now decomposed and reappear in a new and strange garb. “Evolution” and “Transmutation’ now hold their sway over the inorganic world.
And when shall these and like phenomena cease to astound the world ?
What will finally remain that cannot be analyzed and decomposed?
For-

tunate are they to whom

it is granted to witness the rise and solution of

such absorbing problems; still more fortunate are they to whom it will be
granted to delight in the treasures of knowledge thus opened to humanity!
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The Hunting Trip
ew

“THE

elsaCoaoesy

REWARD

Francis

M.

OF TREACHERY.”
MuELtLer,

713.

(Concluded)
OOD morning.
What is the news to-day?” were the pleasant
greetings Dunda Goss received, as with the morning paper

sy

under his arm he entered the private apartment of William
Harvey.

7?

“IT have some

interesting news for you, master.

An

item in

the Calcutta Morning Herald says, that a man-eater, driven
by hunger, has invaded a neighboring village, carrying away
several people and putting the community in great fear and consternation.
The authorities offer a reward of £100 to any one that kills the beast.”
“I thank you very much, Dunda, for bringing this to my attention.
We
will undertake the hunt together, disregarding the £100 offered. and enter
upon the chase merely for adventure’s sake.
Go immediately, find out
more definitely the location of the village and upon your return bring your
gun and other accessories to my room.
In the meantime I will get my

outfit ready.”
“T shall do as you bid, sir,” replied Dunda, as he left the apartment.
After about an hour the servant returned.
He entered the office just as
his master was placing several sealed and addressed letters into the cartridge case that hung from his shoulder.
“Well, have you obtained the desired information ?” asked Harvey.
“T have, sir. The village lies several miles beyond the ruins of the palace
and five or six miles from the Chumpra river.”
“Good,” replied Harvey.
“We can reach the village by mid-day.
In the
afternoon we will set out for the jungle.”

So saying, he strapped a hunter’s bag upon his shoulders.
Dunda

Thus the two,

Goss and his master took their departure, each armed with a double

magazine rifle, and each a good

enough

marksman

to bring

down

the man-

eater with one shot.
When the Englishman and his servant entered the village, the commotion
of the morning, occasioned by a new outrage of the night before, had not
yet subsided, despite the scorching heat of the mid-day sun. Their arrival

brought the color back to the natives’ cheeks.

They were surrounded, and

from all sides came directions as to the path the beast had taken.

He had
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broken in the door of a hut in the north side of the village, and carried forth
his fifth victim, the unfortunate Longasse, bounded across the pallisade

and cutting a broad swathe through the cornfields, had disappeared in the
distant jungle.
With this information the two left the ee
party of hunters, composed of the Antiquary, the
guide, just as the sun was crossing its zenith. An
them to the jungle: Here they discovered. that

leading into the forest.

accompanied
Lieutenant,
hour’s brisk
there were

by a second
and a native
walk brought
several paths

The two parties therefore decided to separate, each

to follow one of the trails. Harvey and his guide chose what seemed to be
the more direct course.
Little conversation was carried on between the two, but the keen eye of
Dunda followed closely the trail which, because of the rocky soil, seemed at
times to cease. They had already gone a considerable distance when Harvey

suddenly stopped.

;

“Dunda, I have here several letters, which I forgot to mail, and which I

want you immediately to take back to the village.”
“What!” exclaimed Dunda, “I return to the village and leave you to continue
saved
pany
“J

alone in this wilderness.
Never will I consent to that. You have
my life and I will not allow you to imperil your own. Hither accomme back, or wait with your mail until our return.”
’
admire your gratitude and thank you for your fidelity, yet I must

insist that you return.

The letters contain matters of vital importance.

The one must leave Bombay for England to-morrow; the other must reach
the post-office at Patna Barby to-night.”
The servant paused for a moment, then said: “Since you command, sir,
I will do your bidding; however, only on the promise that you will go no
further until I come back.”
Harvey hesitated to give the promise, but upon a second thought replied:
“T will await your return, unless something unforeseen happens.”
This reply seemed to satisfy the servant for he placed all but his rifle
at the foot of a tree, took the letters, and hastened down the path.
The afternoon was already far spent as he reached the place where he
had left his master. His few articles still lay upon the ground, but to his
amazement Harvey was nowhere to be found.
The anxiety which Dunda
Goss felt did not show itself upon his steady, dusky features, yet his every
move betrayed it. His sharp eyes penetrated the shadowy forest and scrutinized the immediate surroundings, but discovered nothing.
Going on a

little farther he found traces of blood and fragments of clothing. Impelled
by these tell-tale evidences he pushed on through the jungle with greater
rapidity, for he feared that his master had fallen a prey to the terrible maneater.
A low voice from the thicket to his left, calling out, “Ho, whither in such
haste,” brought him to a sudden stop.
Looking in the direction of the

sound he saw a hunter approaching him.
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demanded Dunda.

fortunately

brought

me

to you,” replied

the

stranger.

“While in a chase with a party of hunters I stray ed from my companions
and became lost in the jungle. Why were you in so great a hurry?”

Dunda replied that he was in search for his master, and that the traces
of blood were forebodings of the worst.
“Tet us hope not,” said the stranger.
“We will continue the hunt together and may fortunately meet your master, or perchance the coveted
beast.”
Dunda now took up the trail again, followed closely by his new com-

panion. As they advanced the forest became more dense and the guide
more vigilant, for experience told him that they must be near the maneater’s den. His conjecture was not amiss, for in a short time they came to
a covert in the wood, surrounded by many great trees from which swung
gigantic vines, and beneath which the brushw bad erew in dense clusters.

It

WwW batd have been overlooked by all but the keen eye of an experienced hunter. The lair was now vacant, except for a number of es
bones that
lay scattered about, and here and there a copper bangle such as was worn
by the natives.
“We have missed our prey,” said Dunda as he entered the den, “but we

will get it yet, even though we must watch the entire night.

And should

these clothes,” holding up the shreds of a coat that he had found, “prove to
be those of my master, I will have revenge on the brute.”
“We will fix ourselves comfortably in a tree,” suggested the hunter, “and
there await the ‘demon’s’ return.”
“That can easily be done,” replied the guide, “as I see there are but two
paths leading to the lair, the one from the village and the other from the
river, which is but a short distance off.”
This was no sooner said than done.
The hunter guarded the entrance
from the river, and Dunda Goss, diagonally opposite his companion, kept
Thus they watched
straining his eyes in the direction of the village.
patiently for an hour or two.
As the last glimpse of twilight began rapidly to wane to the darkness of

night Dunda’s attention was attracted in the direction of the hunter.

A

branch had moved, and the leaves had rustled; but gaze as keenly as he
may, he could not see the glow-worm-like eyes that would have betrayed

the presence of the ravager.

“It was the breeze.”

So saying he again fixed

his eyes upon the village path and continued his patient vigil.

But scarcely

five minutes had passed when a piercing cry rent the air, and was followed

by the sound of crashing limbs and a dull thud upon the ground.

Dunda

quickly turned, raised his rifle, fired both barrels, and the terrible man-eater

The
fell at the instant he was about to crush the life out of his victim.
euide at once scrambled down from the tree and went to the assistance of
his companion, who now spoke but faintly.
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“Dunda, you have captured the prize, but it has cost me dearly. I feel
life slipping away—away from me.”
“That voice seems familiar to me,” muttered Dunda Goss to himself, as
the stranger continued speaking.
“My chest is crushed, and life is now but a matter of ten or fifteen. minutes.”
“Who are you?” queried the guide.

At this question the stranger pulled off a disguise, saying, “I am William

Harvey, your master.”
Dunda Goss shocked at this startling information, sharply demanded:
“Dunda, my disguise was well meant; but this mishap I had not planned.
Since my life is now ebbing fast I will confide to you the secret. T also am
an accomplice in the jewel mystery, but not in the robbery, as I was drawn
into the band in a way similar to yours, under the impression that my associates had discovered the treasure in the ruins.”
“Why did you not tell me of this before ?”
“I feared you would not believe me. This very night I would have left
India for my native country had my ruse succeeded.
After the hunt I was
to return to Calcutta, thence by rail to Bombay, and then aboard for Eing-

land, leaving you under the impression that I had fallen a victim to this

monster.”
“You, then, must have been the foreigner in the trio,” exclaimed Dunda
Goss.
“IT am the very same Englishman,” came the reply.
“Where, then, is my share of the treasure?” demanded the servant.
“Dunda, I have neither received my share, nor know the whereabouts of
the gems.”
.

“Was it you, also, that,” pointing to the scar on his forehead, “inflicted

this wound ?”
“Yes, I did it, although it was not intentional.
As 1 lay concealed in
the secret chamber on the second floor of the palace, I saw you make the
combination, and thinking you were the heavy-set man, about to take the
jewels, I struck you the blow on the forehead. Just as I was descending I
heard footfalls in the lower hallway.
I returned to my place of concealment and awaited the departure of the officers.
Then I went down and
made the combination, but to my surprise the jewels were gone.”

“Were you not aware that I had killed the heavy-set fellow?” inquired
Dunda.

“No, I was not,” replied Harvey.

“The jewels therefore are forever lost,

as the secret went to the grave with the native, for he alone knew the hiding

place.”

“I have but one more question to ask you, master.” He paused to stanch
the blood that was flowing from a deep wound in the victim’s side, and to

comfortably rest his head upon the blankets they had brought along. “Were.
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you the stranger at the window of the hotel owner’s office, the day you sent

the telegram ?”
“Yes. I wished to see the effect it would have upon the officials.

I, know-

ing that you were innocent,—determined to free you,—and succeeded.
In
recompense—I make this last request to you.
Promise me that you will

never disclose—what

I have said to you,—and

that you will guard

honor,—and keep my—good name unsullied—when I am—no
These last sentences were broken and the words scarcely audible.

my

more.”
Harvey

was fast sinking.
“Master, I promise to carry out faithfully your dying request.”
When the saddened Dunda had ended, Harvey breathed his last.
Some time after the faithful servant was aroused from his silent reverie,
by the crackling of twigs and branches. Looking up, he saw his friend the

antiquary, together with the lieutenant and the guide, who upon their return from
report.

the fruitless chase, had been

attracted

to the lair by the rifle

After a few words of explanation the men made a stretcher with the
swaying vines, and in this manner carried their lifeless charge back to the
village.
The tiger’s head

Dunda

always

kept

as a trophy

of the shot that had

come a minute too late to save his kind master’s life.

wee

Ae

th

(Acrostic)

Early on the sacred morning
And before the world awoke,

Seraph voices gave a warning,
To the women thus they spoke,

Ecce Homo!

He is risen

Rob’d in glory’s light elysian!
Robert Solimano, ‘11
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Murphy,

’11.

Pight’s clouds are fast aap receding.
j2ow o'er the distant Hills are speeding
Che first faint glimmers of the dawn,—

Che lord of dap ig marching on.
Eberpwhere sweet bells are ringing,
Dn eberp bough stoeet birds are singing
A jop-wabe stoceps o'er all the land
Uipon this Caster morning grand.
Like to the springtime’s

lobely blossoms

Joy fills our faithful Christian bosoms,
For Christ hath risen from the tomb,
And be hath banished all its gloom.
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Wonderful Town of Gary
JAMES

HEN

Governor

E. Grimes, 704.
Marshall,

of Indiana,

vetoed

the

Superior

Court Bill of Gary, he said, “The city of Gary is either
to be a great success or a great failure, which question is
yet to be determined.” ‘The governor was a country lawyer
down at Columbus City, Indiana, when he was nominated
and elected to his high office. He is still a country lawyer
with all the bias and conservatism of the class.
Not unlike Governor Marshall, there are a large majority of the people
of this country who do not, and could not begin to realize, what a wonderful
city Gary really is.
The United States is famous throughout the world for its vast enterprises and its wonderful achievements; the industry of its people, their
initiative genius, their pluck, push, and untiring energy, together with
the marvelous resources of the country, are topics of conversation, wonder,

and

admiration

throughout

the whole

world.

But

never

before

in the

history of the material development of the American continent or its people

has an industrial enterprise of such gigantic proportions been conceived
and carried out as the marvelous enterprise now building at Gary, Indiana.
This new city of Gary presents the most wonderful record of growth and

development of any town or city in the civilized world, and that, too, in
the shortest period of time. Unique in itself, because of the fact that it
is destined to be one of the world’s greatest centers of industry and activity,

and having already expended over fifty millions of dollars in constructing
the most gigantic manufacturing plant in the history of the world, it is,
withal,
The
square
fifteen
barely

just beginning to build.
great city of Chicago only twenty-six miles away, with its ninety-six
miles of territory, its four thousand two hundred miles of streets,
hundred miles of sewers and forty-eight miles of boulevards, is
seventy-five years old. The founders of Chicago did not dream of

building a great city; what they accomplished was only incidental to the
ordinary pursuit of the varied activities of life, but their efforts have resulted in the greatest material development the human race has ever wit-

nessed in a similar length of time. It required seventeen years, or from
1833 to 1850, for Chicago to grow into a population of twenty-nine thou-

One

of

the

rail

mills

of the

United

States

Steel

Corporation

at

Gary,

Indiana

A

An

residence
At

street at Gary, Indiana, December,
present all the streets are paved.

Emerson pump drawing
hundred ‘‘points’’

1906.

off the water through some
jetted into the ground.

two
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sand. It took Gary two years, or from 1906 to 1908, to grow into a population of fifteen thousand.
During the next ten years of Chicago’s history,
or from 1850 to 1860, its population grew to be one hundred and nine
thousand.
What will Gary do in the next ten years, where from sixty-five
to seventy-five thousand men will be employed every working day, where .
the fires never go out, and where the night will be illuminated for miles
about by the great furnace fires of the world’s greatest industry—steel ?
Bear in mind that where two years ago there was a wilderness without a
habitation, there are now, besides the industrial organization, some of the
finest residences in the Middle West. I have seen Gary grow inch by inch,
and step by step. Two years ago the population of Gary consisted of barely
enough people to organize the town government.
It was then a perfect

wilderness of hills and ponds; to-day, it is an active city of fifteen thousand
people, with miles of the finest streets to be found in Indiana, possesses
hotels costing upwards of one hundred thousand dollars, and stores and
office buildings that would do credit to a city fifty or seventy-five years old.

It has a water tunnel two and one-half miles under Lake Michigan, electric
light and gas plants, one school completed, and one under course of construction larger than Chaminade and St. Mary’s halls combined, at the
cost of one hundred and ninety-five thousand dollars. This school will in-

clude kindergarten, preparatory high school, and two years of college, besides having two gymnasiums and a swimming pool.
Gary has the finest
harbor on the Great Lakes, that will have more tonnage when the industries

are completed than the harbors of Chicago and South Chicago combined
multiplied by two, and the greatest iron and steel mills in the world, built
by the largest, richest, and most prosperous industrial combination in this
or any other country. The city, connected with the outside world by thirtytwo great lines of railroad, and twenty-eight steamboat linés, will trade
with every civilized community in the world.

The steel plants at Gary will consist of eighteen blast furnaces, eightyfour open-hearth furnaces, six rolling mills, besides many hundreds of acres
of shops and departments for special work.
The Gary Steel Mills will re-

quire ten million tons of ore annually, and will put out from four million
to five million tons of finished steel, more than one million tons of which
will be rails.

In addition to this great steel plant, which of itself would be sufficient
when completed to build a city ten times the size of Gary at present, or
twice as large a city as Dayton, there will be located here the central plant

of each of the great subsidiary companies controlled by the United States
Steel Corporation, namely: The American Bridge Company, The American
Steel & Wire Company, The American Tin Plate Company, and The Amer-

ican Car and Foundry Company.

Every company will employ from eight

to fifteen thousand men when in operation. Six thousand acres are reserved
for these great plants.
The enormity of such enterprises can better be
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imagined when one takes into consideration the fact that any one of these
plants will be from two to three times the size of the National Cash
Register.
;
People cannot begin to realize the vastness of such an undertaking as
Gary actually is, and will be, unless they come here and see for themselves.
The facts mentioned show that the future of Gary is assured.
Its wealth
is not problematical or hidden in unknown mines of gold or silver, but is
securely stored in banks and other treasure houses of the country, from
which it can be drawn as needed.
It is not a city of vague expectations,
but is as solid and substantial as the names of Carnegie, Morgan, United
States Steel Corporation, and hundreds of independent enterprises that will
aid with their thousands of millions of dollars.
In view of the foregoing facts, can any one doubt the future of Gary?
And I dare say that Governor Marshall will not have left his executive office
before there will be more people in and around Gary than in the largest city
in the State of Indiana.

RESURRECTION.
(Acrostic)

Ring loud and long, ye Easter Bells,
Earnest praise within you dwells;

Sounding sweetly yet still grave,
Urging man his soul to save,

Redeemed upon that Easter Day,
Raised above sin’s scepter’d sway.

Echoes telling far and wide
Christ through death is glorified,

Till you've gone the world around,
In every heart a welcome found:

Onward! onward! through this strife,
"Neath Thy banner, Lord of Life!
Paul O. Schad, ’11
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T is interesting to study the lives of the merchant princes of the
Middle Ages and to note the part they took in
of their time and establishing that of our own
presents to us the Merchant of Venice, whose
Mediterranean and the Indian Seas and whom

extending the trade
days. Shakespeare
sails whitened the
Bassanio describes :

“The dearest friend to me, the kindest man,
The best-condition’d and unwearied spirit

In doing courtesies.”

Jacques Coeur was one of these merchant princes.

He was the founder

of the French trade with the Levant, always buying and bartering in Levantine wares,

which

consisted

of wool,

silk, brocade,

and

carpets.

His

ships

carried to Egypt the wares of his kingdom and returned with silk stuffs and
spices. His wealth of ships and general ability as a merchant enabled him
to bring his country into a position to trade with Italy and Catalonia, then
famous for maritime enterprise.
His powers and aggressiveness were realized by the king, and in 1436 he
was made Comptroller of the Mint.
In 1447 he was sent to England in

charge of the affairs in common between the two countries.

This mission, which was given him by Charles VII., was not the only
dignity conferred upon him. Pope Nicholas V., recognizing his ability and
value to the commercial world, gave him the right to trade with the infidel.
Jacques Coeur, having a great amount of money at his command, was
able to supply to France those sinews of war which drove England out of
Normandy, and closely allied the two countries.
‘
His financial interests embraced every conceivable branch. He had farming interests, managed hotels, built many churches, and had on the sea

many hundreds of ships which were his own property.
However,

in 1499 he was accused

of coining light money

and

also of kill-

ing a young noble, together with many other crimes. The king condemned
him to public punishment and to pay a large sum of money to the national

treasury.

After remaining for twenty-two months in prison he was released.

Gradually declining in power, he also declined in spirit and in health until
his death, which occurred November 25, 1456.
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EASTER.
Upon

this

lovely

Easter

morn,

A hope within my breast is born.
I know my Lord is here again ;
I feel my soul is freed from pain;
Why stand I at His tomb so long,
Unheeding the angelic song—
“Fear not; He is not here, He lives;
To all who ask His love forgives.
He will not leave you comfortless ;
He comes again to cheer and bless
Beside the lake in Galilee;
Arise, go forth, He calleth thee !””
Then leave the tomb, my soul, ’tis,day;

rolled away ;

of sin have

clouds

The

Go forth to live, to bless, to cheer,
Assured in heart that He is near;
“Thy will
prayer His words,
Thy
done !”
At last, the goal—Heaven—is won y

for

And

Fill

pealing

music

He is risen!
oh Easter lilies,
joy

with

death

that

perfume,

THE
Fresh
By

The
They
They

The

tells.

and

Eastertide
is here!
—Virginia

air.

the

clear,

symbol

flowers

clear

bring

us

year

by

MES-

earth

is

all

Like

yours,

their

year.

funeral

bloom.

life

must,

be

rescued

from the dust.
—Poulsson.

earth again
joyful tidings

the

sons

of men.

They who first at Christmas
Thronged the heavenly way,

Now beside the
Sit on Easter

tomb
day.

Angels

triumph,

sing

his

door

good

pall;

will

on

earth.”

God has still his angels
Helping at his word,
All his faithful children
Like their faithful Lord.
Soothing them in sorrow,
Arming them in strife,
Opening wide the tomb doors
Father,
Leave

into

send

Unto
All

bloom, they fall,
slumber all;

brown

That

Leading
Baker.

FLOWERS’
EASTER
SAGE.
hope and cheer

sweetly

sweet,

Peace,

conquered

is

gay;

As you sang his birth,
“Christ the Lord is risen,

fair,

sweet,

Alleluia! He is risen!
Sing, oh children, soft
Alleluia! Alleluia!
Joyous

message

and

Dear flowers, blooming at our feet;
And this new spring
Help us to fling
Aside our doubt and wandering.
To hope and trust

To

Alleluia!
He is risen!
Chime, oh silver Easter bells.
This is the story
“Jesus lives!”
Alleluia!
Bloom,

Your

To the
Bringing

EASTER.

your

But lo! some day
Along our way
They live again, as sweet
For earth’s dark tomb
But hid in gloom
The life that now doth
Oh! then repeat

THE EASTER ANGELS.
God hath sent his angels

Alleluia!
He is risen!
Shine, oh golden Eastern sun ;
Fill the earth with gladsome radiance,
Christ the victory has won.

That

—_

us,
us

life.

thine
we

not

along

angels

pray:
to

our

wonder

way.

Let them guard and guide
Wheresoe’er
we be,
Till our resurrection
Bring us home to thee.

—Phillips

us,

Brooks.
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EASTER IN THE WOODS.
are risen! They are risen!

They
All

the

buried

flowers

at

“Say,

the

gray

moss

To

last,

they

are

the withered grasses
the dead leaves of

year

April
This

is

repeated

break-

sere,
last year.

under

sunshine

and

Nature’s

Easter

blue

walk

a

they

make

year

record

of

earth

there,

is run,

beyond

Mark

in

their

with
day.

homes

us

the

of

did the
His own!
Back to meet

light

sweet

Lord

so

far

coming

keep

Mary

Unto

Ah,

face
same,
the

the

and

away

of this

Easter?

where

mien

all

dear

sepulchre

message

she

With

tenderly

the

veil

that

hideth

them

do

come,

softly

wistful,

From

homes
so far,

And

walk
tombs

He

came.

that

He

gave

her

for the sake of all bruised hearts of
men!
“Go tell those friends who have believed
on me,
I go before them into Galilee!”
life

so

poor

and

hard

and

plain,

for a while they must
take
up
again,
My presence passes!
Where their feet
toil slow
with
love,
still
Mine,
shining—swift
foremost

go!

heaven

—Mrs.

that

A.

EASTER

T.

out,

only

seem

the

new

where

D.

about,

Whitney.

MORNING.

Hail, gladsome Easter morning!
Bright light the sky adorning,
With

The
This

lilies

white

and

violets

sweet,

children dear haste thee
gladsome Easter morning.

to

Hail, joyous Easter morning!
Let each his task performing,
With happy bird and budding
This

greet.

pleasure

joyous

in

each

Easter

flower,

passing

morning.
—Susan

hour,

Rennick.

EASTER CAROL.
Earth, throughout thy borders
Re-don thy fairest dress;

And

everywhere,

Throb

Once

with

more

Awake,

oh

new

to

new

and

death

Nature!
happiness;

creation
gainsay,

For death is swallowed up of life,
And Christ is risen to-day!
Let peals of jubilation
Ring out in all the lands;
With

That

of

in
gardens
are.

the

then,—

the

they

grieved

Said

“Into

where

they

‘Oh

very

them,

I think

alone,

With

with

Parting

Take

How

little

the

sun?
And

the

Day.

saints keep holy days in heavenly
places?
Does the old joy shine anew in angel
faces?
Are hymns still sung the night when
Christ was born,
And anthems on the Resurrection morn?
Do

By

And I do think as He came back to her,
The many mansions may be all astir
With
tender steps that hasten in the
way,
Seeking
their
own
upon this
Easter

Do

little

them.

bring my peace.
Watch for ye do
not know
The day, the hour, when I may find you:
so !—”

skies.

EASTER.

our

meet

story,

Told in her cathedrals hoary,
When the Easter morning smiles
Down the long, gray forest aisles.
—Helen T. Eliot.

Because

I will

To

Yes, it is a tale of wonder,
Old and yet a sweet surprise,
Every

Mary,

stay,

ing,
Through
Through
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way,

From their dark and dreary prison,
In the cold earth frozen fast.
They are stirring, they are waking,
Through

EXPONENT

hearts

of

deep

elation

Let sea with sea clasp hands;
Let one supreme Te Deum
Roll round the world’s highway,
For death is swallowed up of life,
And Christ is risen to-day.
—George Newell Lovejoy.
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The earth has assumed

a new

H.

’09

CoBEy,

712

STACHLER,

’09

life and taken

on a brighter

and more pleasing garb, now that Spring has come with all

its rejuvenating influences. This awakening of the earth is
highly suggestive of that other “Great Awakening,” which occurred two
thousand years ago when Jesus Christ rose triumphant from the tomb on
the first Easter morning.
The Exponent Staff here takes occasion to extend to all its friends the
greetings of this joyous season.
M. A. DavuGHERTY, JR., 709.
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To-day people in all walks of life are clamoring for the

al System

extension of educational facilities.
Education is an object
of charity for the millionaire, the ray of hope for the pauper.
It would seem that the soul of man, famished for ages, is trying to seize its
new-found food with ravenous celerity. Education is on the bound, indeed,
but, sad to say, its leaps are in a disastrous direction.
Before the French Revolution the system of education was sane and
sound.
<A proscribed curriculum was taught, reénforced by a judicious
method of discipline.
As the arts and sciences increased in volume and
extent of applicability, the time-honored principle slowly began to lose
ground.
The contagious and sudden transformations in all things attending the aftermath of the French Revolution witnessed its downfall as the
predominant system of education in many countries. In its place there has
come a system of uncertain origin and ruinous results.
Eminent educators of the day, among them Harold E. Gorst of the London Board of Education, are condemning the faulty system in most rigorous
terms.
Mr. Gorst declares that the universities of this country and of
England are turning out a useless sort of scholar—a
scholar tainted with a
smattering of many sciences, distinguished in none.
His pert accusation

is pregnant with biting truth.

We need but listen to the testimony of col-

lege professors to be provided with a vindication of Mr.

Gorst’s assertion.

Moreover the present elective system is a cradle of discontent.

How many

college graduates are employed in congenial occupations, in the precise voca- tions for which they were intended?
The countless wrecks that strew the
paths of life will answer for us—broken-down men who are forced to plod
the under-walks of the world because they have no outlet for their various
talents! Why is this? Surely not because we have no need of their talents.

No, indeed, the mind of man has countless worlds yet to conquer.
The real answer is the faulty principle underlying the elective system of
to-day.
The majority of the high-school students of the present are too
apt to follow the lines of least resistance, and as a result the years they
spend at school fail in their intended purpose—to prepare for intellectual
life. Their choice of studies is not always expedient and consequently their
brains are abnormally developed.
They do not acquire a preliminary general knowledge of things, and as a result they are not able to cope with the
various problems of life.
They probably fit themselves for one position,

but, failing to be placed in that position, they are unfit for any other.
Yes, there is something vitally wrong with the elective system. There is
not enough
A

primary

general education, no thorough
school

student

with

sufficient

preparation

ability

should

for specialization.
be

made

to follow

_ either a classical or scientific course of instruction so that in later years
when he is thrown upon his own resources he will be fully equiped with the
right mental training.
Let our slogan be not more education, but, right

education.

:

Francis C. Canny, 709.
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FRANK BIEenpt, 710.
Cincinnati
News

The March issue
the game between
Since then we are
of the contest and the subsequent

of the ExPoNENT gave a short account of
the Dayton and Cincinnati “Old Boys.”
in receipt of the following detailed report
reception :

“There were great doings in Cincinnati recently. On March 3, the Dayton
Old Boys’ Basket-Ball Team had scheduled a game with the Friars’ Quintet
of the Queen City. The Friars’ Team, so-called because they represent the

Friars’ Athletic Club and play in the Friars’ Gymnasium, is composed of
four of St. Mary’s Old Boys: Ben TopMogrtier, 07, H. H. Janszen, ’07,
Frank Wilberding, 07, and Fred Topmoeller, 07.
It was a team of Cincinnati Old Boys in battle with Dayton Old Boys.
The game was the occasion of the gathering of the Cincinnati Old Boys
in the form of a reception tendered to their friends from Dayton and to the

President of St. Mary’s, who was in Cincinnati on that day and remained
for the meeting. Before the game there was an exchange of friendly greetings on the gym floor at the risk of taking part involuntarily in the prac-

tice preceding the game.

But the Old Boys, unfamiliar with the game, were

soon brought to realize that they must yield the floor to the players, and take
a seat (if they could find one), in the large audience that the fame of the
two teams had attracted.

The Basketball Game

The game was very interesting from the start. The Cincinnati Boys, cheered on by their numerous following and
encouraged

by

the

absence

of

two

of

the

opposing

best players, had the game their own way for about five minutes.

team’s

The

Dayton team seemed to have a bad case of stage-fright.
In reality, they
were studying the floor and finding their positions.
Solimano was the first

Dayton man to get busy and his team-mates followed him closely, playing
the Cincinnati team off their feet. Occasionally the Friars would rally and
make a basket, but, in return the Dayton Boys would add a series.
The
final score was, Dayton Old Boys 50 vs. Friars 18.
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the game, Rev.

Father

195

Antonine,

director

of the

Frjars’ Athletic Club, had the gym vacated, and kindly gave
the use of the club-rooms and the gym to the St. Mary’s Old

Boys for the evening. It was there that the reception was tendered to the
President of the College, the honored guest of the evening, and to the other

Dayton guests.

In the absence of Dr. J. A. Averdick, President of the

Cincinnati Association of Former Students, who was prevented at the last
hour from being present, Vice-President H. C. Buscn, ’96, acted as chairman of the meeting. The talks were all of an informal nature. News from
Alma Mater were Ya order, as on all such occasions, and there was much

information to give, because

of

the

number

of

changes necessitated by

Stewart Street extension to the north of St. Mary’s Hall, and the new D.
L. & C. R. R., south of St. Joseph’s Hall.
The needs of the college were
also mentioned, and in particular a Chemical Laboratory.
The chairman,
whose devotedness to his Alma Mater is well known, was the first to promise
financial assistance as soon as the Chemical Laboratory Fund will be started.
Before the close of the meeting, the chairman was empowered to appoint

~ a committee to prepare for the next meeting, which will be held shortly after
Easter.”
Among those present at the meeting were: H. C. Buscn, A. A. HELIMuTH, Herman Meiners, C. J. Peurrung, Fred Albrecht, Fred A. Rabe,
Frank Wilberding, Jr., Joun E. Monnia, A. Rasche, E. B. Burdick, George

P. Peurrung, LAWRENCE JANSZEN, Henry Janszen, Harry J. Weber, H. H.
Janszen, Ray Berding, B. J. TopMoELLER, Joseph Janszen, John Janszen,
Ed. Janszen, Geo. Schulte, Fred Topmoeller, Edw. J. Hanbusch, Frank J.
Morris, W. A. Pflaum, Harry B. Sortmano, CHARLES WHALEN.
HERE

CHARLES

From the
Northwest

Warner

at the
West
very much taken up.
in hand. Thanks for
373 Crown,

New Haven

AND

THERE.

WAGNER,

’09.

H. Kieraper, *05, after his three-years’ course

Boston Institute of Technology, is now scouring the
and partly unexplored Northwest, with which he is
Pleasure and business for the present go nicely hand
your cards from Los Angeles and Seattle.

We are pleased to learn that

Joun A. Zuber, ’07, remem-

bers his friends of St. Mary’s.
John is now pursuing a
course of Chemical Engineering at Yale and has no doubt

made many friends there.
But fond memories of Old St. Mary’s are still
lingering in his heart. May you enjoy continued success. Here are the addresses asked for:
:
Witiiam T. Manoney, 427 E. Fifth St., Chattanooga, Tenn.
DanteL J. Moran, 620 8. Boulder Ave., Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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Mater always shares the happiness of her sons, but

she takes an especial pride when

her graduates

enter the

sacred ministry.
It was most natural then that JosepH A.
*05, one of S. M. I.’s most loyal Alumni, wrote to use of the great
recently conferred upon him.
On March 25 he was ordained suband the next day he was promoted to the dignity of deacon in the
of St. Ignatius College, Chicago.
Our best wishes and congratulaAd Altiora!

Prton,
honors
deacon
chapel
tions.

Al. J. Ward,’99

Ar Warp was for a long time connected with the Dayton Daily Journal as advertising manager.
In this field
he achieved great success.
He recently relinquished that
post to engage in business with the Fetterly company, one of the largest
music houses of the State.

Ten Years

Brother Michael

Lurz, S. M., director of St. Anthony’s

at S. M. I.

School, St. Louis, wrote as
scription to the ExpoNENT:
with the doings at old 8. M. I., my home
interest in the Alumni Notes.
The names
are brought to my notice and I am satisfied
Alma Mater.
Continued success to you.”
Bowling
Party
given

under

There

will

The Cincinnati Old Boys
setting an example to other
day, April 14, from 8 to 12
the auspices of the 8S. M. I.
be refreshments,

music,

follows when renewing his sub“I always want to keep in touch
for ten years, and take a lively
of many of my former pupils
that they are the pride of their

are going at a rapid pace and
Old Boy groups.
On Wednesp.M., a bowling party will be
Alumni at Stothfang’s Alleys.

a collection

of Old

good time. Good cheer will prevail. Take Warsaw
at Considine Avenue. Don’t fail to attend.

A Photo

Boys,

aa

a general

Avenue car and get off

Atoys. C. ANGEL, 704, never fails to send an occasional
good word of encouragement.
The February and March
issues were very much to his liking.
He also sent us his

photo in order to judge of the difference between ’04 and ’09.

Aloys ex-

pects to be raised to the priesthood

Write

again,

Good

S. M.

Old

I.

FAITHFUL

JOHN

in the course

BurGMEIER,

of this year.

’02, better known

us

at present

as the proprietor of the three B’s, recently visited relatives
in the Gem City.
It goes without saying that John never
fails to call at S. M. I. when in Dayton.
This time he took pleasure in
showing his progressive Alma Mater to Mr. Peter Feipl, a Chicago friend.
Call again, John, and bring along some more friends.
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Busy
Washington

Ropert 8. Hayes, 703, paid Alma Mater a parting visit
March 8, before proceeding to Washington, D. C., where he
is now acting in the capacity of private secretary to Congressman Cox.
Though kept on the go, he quickly became accustomed tosurroundings and finds Washington what he expected.
A
Departure

Harry J. Finke, 02, who all along has been taking a
prominent part in Alumni events, resigned his position with
Mr. Cellarius, the city surveyor, and has accepted a more

responsible and lucrative post with Cullen, Freidstaet and Co., of Buffalo,
the firm that constructed the Washington Street bridge of the
Harry is now superintending the erection of a concrete dam
We feel assured that he will win many friends in the Empire
express our best wishes for his success.. Any Old Boy loathe
thundering Niagara alone may call on 147 Prospect Avenue.

Gem City.
at Buffalo.
State, and
to stroll to

JOHN O’CONNELL, ’10
ReappointH. L. Ferneding, *90, a well-known attorney of the firm
ment
of Ferneding, McConaughey, and Shea, was on April 3
reappointed by Governor Harmon to a place on the board
of managers of the Ohio State Reformatory at Mansfield.
Mr. Ferneding
was first appointed a member of the board of managers by Governor Nash
in 1902 to serve the unexpired term of a member who resigned.
In 1903
Mr. Ferneding was reappointed for a term of six years. His services have
therefore extended through the administrations of Governors Nash, Herrick,
Harris, and Harmon.
His reappointment is evidence that his administration of affairs has been highly satisfactory.
NECROLOGICAL

Wm. A. Barlow

During

the month

NOTICES.

of March

the

Grim

Reaper

passed

R. 1. P.

again through the ranks of the Old Boys, and claimed as
one of his victims Wm. A. Barlow. The deceased was a lifelong resident of Dayton.
He was born here February 17, 1851, attended
the Holy Trinity Parochial School, and in 1863 registered at St. Mary’s,
where he attended classes for two years. For some time he was engaged in
the furniture business and was proprietor of a store on Wayne Avenue.
Later he was employed at the Car Shops, where he worked about twentyfive years.
The death summons came Wednesday morning, March 31, at
his residence, 612 Warren Street. All his children were at his bedside when

the end approached.

Mr. Barlow was a devout Catholic and a member of

the Emanuel Church.
The funeral services were held
at 8:30 Saturday morning, April 3. His remains were
Cemetery.
Besides his wife, three daughters and one
and one sister bemoan his loss. One of his nephews,
the Institute.
The usual prayers were offered up by

at Emanuel Church
interred in Calvary
son, four brothers,
Leo Barlow, attends
the student body in
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the Institute Chapel.

The Exponent extends its sympathy and condolence

to his sorrow-stricken family.

Brother

May

God be merciful unto his soul.

Though the news of his death was expected at any hour,

J.B. Kim

many hearts were saddened when the news of Brother Kim’s
demise reached this country.
Brother John Kim was born
in Pittsburg, Pa., June 22, 1849.
For some years he attended the St.
Philomena’s Parochial School, then in charge of the Brothers of Mary.

In 1861 he came to Nazareth. Some years after, upon his return to Europe,
Father Leo Meyer, admiring the youth’s talent, took him along with him.
In 1867 the young man pronounced his first vows as a Brother of Mary at
St. Remy, France, and in 1876 he consecrated himself forever in the Society

of Mary.

He remained in Europe three years more, which were spent in

France and Switzerland.

In 1880 he once more set foot on American

soil.

In 1883 he was appointed Vice-President of St. Mary’s Institute and
professor of the graduating class, which posts he held till 1886, when he
was designated Inspector of the Brothers’ schools in the United States. For
nineteen long years he served in this capacity.

Pastors admired his zeal in

the educational field and the pupils eagerly awaited his coming.
General

Chapter

held

at Reves,

Belgium,

1905,

Brother

John

At the
Kim

was

chosen Inspector of all the Primary Schools of the Brotherhood. His influence now became more widespread and fresh impetus was given under his
management and care. Brother Kim’s life was a busy one in America and
was none the less so during his brief sojourn in Belgium.
Notwithstanding
his numerous occupations, he still found time to interest himself keenly in
American affairs.
Since last November he was under doctor’s treatment.
Shortly after January his physician declared that he was suffering from
hypertrophia cirrhosis and that nothing short of a miracle could save his
life. Immediately his fellow Brothers began to beseech Heaven to spare the
noble champion, but Providence arranged differently.
The sick Brother

grew weaker, and bore his sufferings with admirable patience.

He once said

that the many prayers offered for him enabled him to be resigned to God’s
will.
On March 26 he calmly breathed his last, edifying the whole community by his patience and resignation. On March 27 a solemn High Mass

of requiem was sung by the Reverend Provincial, Father Meyer, assisted by
Reverend Fathers O’Reilly and Eichner.
We regret exceedingly that we
have no photograph of the deceased Brother.
He took great interest in the
EXPONENT and on several occasions wrote letters of congratulation to the
editors. In the last issue of the ExponEnrT he figures in a photograph taken
near the ruins of Ostia, Italy. We kindly ask the ExponenT readers and
former and present students to pray for the repose of his soul.
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Collegiate

OMIT LM ee? 2S
Junior Letters
Sophomore Letters
Freshman Letters
Senior Science
Junior Science
Sophomore Science.
Freshman Science

FOR

MARCH.

Department.

os eg Bs John Georges, 90; Michael Daugherty,
Walter Roddy, 97; Walter Roemer,
John Kelly, 90; Anthony Tague,
Leo Schmitt, 93; Thomas Cobey,
Chas. Wagner, 90; Joseph Weiss,
Wilfried Walter, 95; Lawrence Rose,
.
Robert Solimano, 91; William Seidensticker,
William Howe, 94; Claude Frederick,
Preparatory

89
96
88
88
85
90
88
87

Department.

Bi MSGS se a a santa
eles Ed. Schroeder, 96; Leonard Poos, 96
Pa PRA Rs ho es SE oe Jas. Harringson, 97; Mart Scott, 94; E. Raney, 94
High

IV.
III.
dae
II.

School

Department.

Year
Francis Mueller, 95; Alphonse
Year
E. Bradmiller, 91; A. Dorsten, 90; J.
Peat AS
ee eae oa William Hughes, 94; Leo
Year—B
R. Wellmer, 94; J. Schlaudecker, 92; M.

Re ORG

Ae gases

Mahrt,
Keber,
Walsh,
Synett,

94
90
94
92

H. Holters, 95; H. Hook, 94; B. Keuping, 94
Robert Sherry, 98; Lawrence Bucher, 97
Business

Eighth Grade

Department.

V. Poeppelmeier, 97; J. Caufield, 95

Seventh Grade—A...... Ed. Gross, 96; John Liddy, 94; Otto Krusling,
Seventh Grade—B
W. Fries, 97; B. Lash,
Sixth Grade
L. Monning, 82; H. Hart,
Fifth Grade
Paul Ohmer, 92; E. Kutz, 89; R. Baudendistle,

94
94
80
89

CHRONICLE.

PavuL SINGER, 712.
April doubtless has a significant meaning to many of us.

it as the cradle of the summer

months;

Some look upon

others as the end of the long,

wintry season.
The March winds have blown themselves
gentle spring zephyrs, conveying the smell of green and
to the nostrils.

into warm and
growing things
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To students of St. Mary’s April represents the home stretch of the school
year.
The programmes of the different classes are fast coming to an end
and the final examinations loom up in the imagination.
So with the Easter
vacation as a tonic, bolster up your class averages and make a close finish
in the race for honors.
/

The Oratorical
Contest

=©n March

18 the Oratorical Contest

was

held

for

the

Griffith Gold Medal.
It was open to the collegiate classes,
and Messrs. Canny, Costello, and Daugherty, of Senior Let-

ters; Messrs. Smith and Wagner, of
of Junior Letters, vied for honors.

Senior

Science;

and

Mr.

Grundtisch,

The six contestants had five different subjects and they certainly delivered
them with great display of oratory.
It was evident that the judges, both
for composition and delivery, would have no easy task to decide who would
be the winner. In fact, after a prolonged executive session they came forth,
their chairman, H. L. FeRNEpING, 92, announcing that they had had a
hard task to decide the winner of the medal, but that after lengthy deliberation the medal

was awarded

to Francis

C. Canny,

09.

Moreover,

two of

the contestants had been so close in total of points awarded that he believed
it but right to give honorable mention to Jeremiah F. Costello, ’09, as second in rank, and Frederick

P. Grundtisch,

’10, as third.

He expressed him-

self as voicing the opinion of the judges that all the contestants had done
remarkably well in composition and oratory, and that they were greatly
pleased

with the contest.

:

This is the second contest this vear, as one in elocution for the High
School Department was held in December.
The students in the High
School contest who surprised all by their grand delivery, as well as those
in the Griffith Oratorical contest who showed themselves masters of oratory,
were

under

the

instruction

of Brother

John

Nickol

of

charge of Dramatics, who deserves to be complimented

Senior

Science,

in

on the grand success

achieved.
The 8S. M. I. Orchestra furnished music for the occasion and rendered
some of the finest operatic compositions in such a manner as to call forth
great applause.
A song entitled, “Fly Away Birdling,” sung by Ralph

Wirshing and Edward Gross, accompanied by Joseph Schlaudecker, was an
attractive feature of the evening.
On March the 24th, the band rendered an excellent proThe Band

gram

at

director,

the

closing

Bro.

Louis

sincere appreciation of the audience.
.

°

March, “Triumphant Banner”
Overture, “The Golden West”

>

game.of
Vogt,

was

the

basket-ball

obliged

to

season.

acknowledge

Its
the
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Waltz, “When the Winter Days Are Over”.
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Two-Step, “Kentucky Wedding Knot”.............---2.--6- ooh ere
Song and Dance, “I’ve Made My Plans for the Summer”.......... Sousa
ey > RONG So
ae Ve
ek ES Jey er Fees Nathan
Song, “Carry Me Back to Old Virginia Shores”. ..............+-+-+-5--

LITERARY NOTES.
J. P. GeorGEs, *09.

Junior
Chronicle
criticism.

Through an oversight, the December number of the Junior
(Chronicle was not handed to the College Note Editor until

a few days ago, but it never too late to offer a little friendly
The Juniors are to be complimented on their well-balanced jour-

nal, for their Christmas number may serve as a perfect model of classjournalism. The editorials of Walter Roddy are thoughtfully written and
prepare one for the perusal of the Christmas stories of Messrs. Biendle and
Vail.
“Shakespeare’s Religious Sentiments,” by Francis
veals the attitude of the great poet toward the Catholic

Schumaker, rereligion.
Leon

Deger is the author of a masterly article on “Christmas Among the English
Poets.” In the Poetry Department Augustus Betz has distinguished himself by an appropriate bit of verse on “Winter.” Space does not allow even
the enumeration of the titles of all the poems, essays, and stories so we will
content ourselves with saying that the paper as a whole was well written.

The March issue is not up to the high standard of the preceding numbers.
The

Literary Department

lacks good -short stories, though

essays, and class history are excellent.

the editorials,

The Juniors do not do things super-

ficially, so we hope to see several piquant stories in the next issue.

RELIGIOUS
J. P. Georges,

Reception
of

09;

NOTES.
Watter

Roppy,

710.

The reception of the Promoters of the League of the
Sacred Heart and the Apostleship of Prayer was held in the

Promoters
chapel, Friday, March 5. The services opened with a hymn
in honor of the Sacred Heart, after which Father Lawrence Yeske delivered
the sermon, explaining the purpose of the League and encouraging all the
students to become active members, and to love and trust in the Sacred
Heart of Jesus. He then addressed the Promoters, reminded them of the
honor which was about to be conferred upon them and exhorted them to
endeavor to be worthy of it.
After the sermon, the new Promoters, keeling in the sanctuary, made their
promises and act of consecration. The diplomas and medals were then con-

ferred upon them by Father O’Reilly.

Mr. Francis Canny, in the name of
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the old Promoters, made the renewal of promises. The services closed with
the Benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament, which was given by Father
O'Reilly.
Those who were received as Promoters are as follows: Jeremiah Costello,
Paul Schad, Herbert Whalen, Frank Mueller, Lawrence Strattner, Thomas
Kearns, Henry Klein, William Hughes, Martin Synnett, Henry Winters,

Raymond O’Brien, Alphonse Mahrt, George Zimmerman, Alfred Friedrichs,
Henry Holters, Henry
Frank Feuerstein.

Wickham,

J. Maley

Wenz,

Lawrence

Bucher,

and

Holy Name
Society

_ The monthly meeting of the officers of the Holy Name
Society was held on Saturday, March 27, 1909.
The meeting was well attended and encouraging reports: of the development of the Society were given. Mr. Vail announced the result of the
extension work at Emmanuel’s Church, where a flourishing branch of the
Society now exists.
Committees were appointed to confer with the other
parish priests of Dayton, and in all probability other local branches will

soon be organized.

Xenia, Urbana, Wilmington,

and other cities in the

vicinity are taking up the good work, which, let us hope, will spread and
totally eradicate that foul blot on the American nation—profanity.
Rev.
O’Maley addressed the officers, insisting especially on the extension work.
In observing the Holy Name Pledge we are simply complying with the
Commandments of God, hence we should try to do more—to become veritable apostles propagating with zeal the respect and devotion due to the
Holy Name.
Rev. O'Reilly then related an incident that recently occurred
here in Dayton, and which, I think, is an exemplar of the true Holy Name

spirit.

A well-known Catholic clergyman. entered a respectable barber-shop

in the business district and, laying aside his hat and coat, took a chair.

The

barber at a nearby chair must have “wounded” his customer, for that worthy
gave vent to his feelings in a
the listeners. The clergyman
coat, said, “I cannot breathe
came into this shop expecting
he left the place.
Happening

gentleman

“string” of profane language which shocked
immediately arose and ordering his hat and
this tainted atmosphere, I must depart.
I
to meet gentlemen.”
And with this reproof
to meet the barber a few days later, that

apologized for the conduct of the customer who was heartily

ashamed of himself and determined never to use such language again. Rey.
O’Reilly concluded by remarking the promulgation of the Holy Name

Society among Protestants, to whom we, as students of a Catholic college,
should set a good example.
the grand rally in May.

No definite preparations have been made

Peter’s

the Freshman

Pence

Society

This

month

Letters

class heads

for

the list for

—_ contributions to the Peter’s Pence fund, with an average of
.16. Fourth Year High School comes next with a .13 aver-

age.
The total amount
lowest until now.

of the month

will hardly

reach $12, which

was

the

Regina

Celi

The Junior Team
Thomas Gunning, 11.

Look ye upon our noble Five
Who surely keep the town alive ;

They play like men of steel and steam,
This pushing, rushing Junior Team.
Captain COOK
And

first falls in line,

we all know he’s very fine;

SULLIVAN

then comes into view,

Compared to him there are but few.
SCHEVE is his partner thru the game,
And he is not so very tame;
SCHROEDER is our great left guard,
And from the game could not be barred.
Last, but not least, comes GENE LAPIERRE,
Who ne’er met forward he did fear;

JANSZEN and MORIN are the subs,
And they will never class with dubs.
Then
Who
And
When

here ’s unto our noble Five
surely keep the town alive;
may their names in vict’ry blend
they with rival teams contend!
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Ienatius Hart, 711, Eprror.
BASKET

BALL.

St. Mary’s has played her last scheduled game

for the season *08-09.

Fourteen games were played, resulting in twelve victories and two defeats.

Notre Dame won a well-fought game, while Denison nosed out a victory,
for our college quintet was decidedly off color in shooting baskets.
However, we are game losers, so we take off our hats and cheer for Denison as
well as Notre Dame.
The quintet has not been too fortunate in having other teams go up in
the air. Some of the visiting teams gave the college quintet a hard run. It
was the splendid guard work that gave victories on low scores. Three cheers
for Varsity Team of *08-’09.
While baseball, football, and basket-ball are indulged in by the students
of St. Mary’s in accordance with the motto, “mens sana in corpore sano,”
basket-ball has the hold on the hearts of the Dayton fans. The city rooters
take pride in the college teams of basket-ball.
In four seasons, fifty-one
games have been played, with forty-five victories and six defeats.

Athletians 13.

~
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Richmond 18.
Cedarville 12.
Hamilton Krebs 5.
Springfield Meteors 12.
Bradford 15.
Miami University 15.
Notre Dame 30.
Kentucky University 19.
Denison 22.
Capital University 13.

Mary’

Mar. 23—St.

Mary’s
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17—St.
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wo

Piqua 32.
wo
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On!
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Athletians

Or
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Mary’
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Mar. 10—St. Mary’
Mar. 13—St.

’08-’09.

Auk
a

55
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4—St. Mary’s
14—St. Mary’
16—St. Mary’
8—St. Mary’
13—St. Mary’s
22—St. Mary’
29—St. Mary’
6—St. Mary’
10—St. Mary’
17—St. Mary’

SGA

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
‘Feb.
Feb.

GAMES,

Or
CO

SCHEDULED

i

Wilmington 23.
Total

(at

Sidney)

8.

THE
OUR

Joseph
Mahoney, °10
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BASKET

BALL

HEROES.

The quintet has been ably led trough a successful season
by Joseph Mahoney, captain. He kept a cool head in some
trying situations when referees were “doing” St. Mary’s, and

when hot tempers would have acted rashly. Though afflicted in a few games,
like his other forward, with a case of “too much rim” on the basket, he
played a strong game throughout the season.

Claude
Frederick,

His first year on the Varsity Team, Claude Frederick put
’12 up

a fine showing.

Repeatedly

up against

he rolled up points from trying positions.

strong

guards,

He played a con-

sistent game the entire season, and showed great powers of endurance.

Frank
Morris, 09

St. Mary’s loses her great center this year. Frank Morris
was the only man that could hold the position of center to
the credit of St. Mary’s, and did hold it with great credit to

himself and the quintet.

He figured strongly in the passing of the ball,

played a “sacrifice” game, shooting baskets only when forwards were closely
guarded. He showed up well against the star centers of Denison, Notre
Dame, and others.
St. Mary’s is sorry to lose him, but knows
‘heard from on the “Old Boys” Team of Dayton.

Jeremiah
Costello, 09

he will be

Up against some rough work, our guard, “Jerry,” was
bruised up at various stages of the season. He played a
good game, stuck to his man, and made him work hard for

the little that could be gotten. Closer guard work than Jerry’s has rarely
been seen at St. Mary’s. This is Jerry’s last year, and he certainly played
the game of his life.
Herbert

Whalen, 09

The third that St. Mary’s rooters saw play his last season

was Herbert Whalen.

He played the first eight games at

_
guard, figured strongly in the passing, working along instinctively with Morris. Herb. and Frank Morris both had a strong Dayton

following that delighted in the good work of their guard and their center.
Joseph

Sutton, ‘13

Playing for halves of a game early in the season, Joseph

Sutton stepped into the position of regular guard in the
last six games. He ably held his own in rough games with

men of greater weight and displayed great floor work.

St. Mary’s

future

success is guaranteed in the years that Sutton, Frederick, and others have
ahead of them at college.
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Gross

’11 throughout the season.

played

205

forward

during

games

They showed themselves capable of

Ign. Hart, 13 holding the position should aught happen

to the regular

forwards.
Both are accurate in their goal throwing.
Hart, as guard, replaced Costello when indisposed, and always jumped into the game without
any “warming up.” He is a hardy player, has the marks of a.good guard,
and plays a close guard game.
LAST

GAMES

OF

THE

SEASON.

St. Marys—58
A very large crowd witnessed the uninteresting and onevs.
sided game with the Sidney Athletians on March 10. The
Athletians—13 yisitors showed lack of team work and were outclassed in
every department of the game. After the score was 40 to 4 at the end of
the first half, Gross and McDonald went in and both played a pretty game.
The final score was 58 to 13.
St. Marys—39
The Piquads, our “Old Rivals” in basket-ball, were once
vs.
more thrown into the slough of defeat when we beat them
Piqua—32
_to the tune of 39 to 32. They were the first to score, but
once our boys got started there was no heading them off.
Piqua evidently had it figured out that they would win for they brought
at least 150 rooters with them. ‘hen there was some tall rooting, for whenever one side yelled, the other tried to drown them.
St. Mary’s were in the pink of condition else they would never have won.
The first half was very fast, and marked by several fine shots by Morris,
Mahoney, and Frederick.
The half ended, 23 to 10 with our “Pets” on
top. The second half was but a repetition of the first half, only that towards the end Piqua made such a spurt as sent a pang into the hearts of
But the spurt came too late and the
the followers of the blue and red.
game ended 39 to 32. Line-up:

St. Mary’s—39

Piqua—32

WS RUROY ee
ie owe
Pyederigk fig 0s ss. Sy

PR NTIR

ei

Stay, Sateee

Hunter

Olas
wire. sees Bee ees Gh
io ees
Se
OM GCHO) Sr eae sive ee i se Teh Maes tisha

Kiser
Yenney

Referees—Crawford

St. Marys—35
vs.

a

eee

Pee fad oe ate Chamberlain
LeFesss.s.. 2s. Brown-Geyer:.

and Daugherty.

On St. Patrick’s Day we journeyed to Sidney and again
hung one on their “misfit” team. The score would un-

Athletians—8
—doubtedly have been larger had the hall been better lighted.
As it was, we easily piled up 35 points, whilst our opponents made but

eight, only two baskets being made from the field.
courteously
mensely.

by the whole

town

of

Sidney,

and

We were treated very

we enjoyed

ourselves

im-
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,

Saints played their last scheduled game

by taking

vs. Wil-

the Wilmington College Quintet into camp by the score of

mington—23

53 to 23, a very good score considering the game the visitors

put up.

They kept our fellows a-humping all the time and it was only

superb basket shooting that ran up the score.

St. Mary’s—53

Wilmington—23

MBNQUEN GS Ocoee
6 BE

oS

Gees

erie tgs

Gray

PYEWOUOR ee ees boss
Sisie Ti Meee
a
ee Fordyce
SRE rales
ee ae Cg een
a
ae Doyle
COME
555 5h
Sng es Te he
ane
eA
Ketchall
muteon-Hart {- +5, 505s PEAT, FSi
eo tc
ag Carr
Referee—Daugherty.
SECOND

Work of

DIVISION

(RESIDENT

STUDENTS).

Of the ten games played by the Representative team of

the
the Second Division,
Rep. Team
ledger and two to the
points were made by the team, against
their opponents.
Sullivan starred at

lowed by Cook.

eight went to the right side of the
left. Two hundred and sixty-eight
one hundred and forty-five made by
basket shooting, but was closely fol-

La Pierre shot quite a number of baskets for a guard and

he prevented many a basket, too. Schroder did the hanging onto the opponents’ forwards, and his dogged work accounts for the fact that not more

than 22 points were made in any of the ten games.

Following is the record:

Juniors

19 vs. Seniors IIT., 16

Juniors

22 vs. Steele

Juniors
Juniors

12
27

Juniors
Juniors

44
40

Juniors

45 vs. Miami

Juniors

13 vs. Steele

Juniors

44

Juniors

24

vs.
vs.
vs.

Stivers
Stivers
All

18
15

A. C. 8

Stars

6

vs.
vs.
vs.

20

Zuzus 6
Miami A.

C. 22

15

Meteors

21

The games with Steele and Stivers were practice games, although the Hi
Schools and the Juniors put up the best game that was in them.
Junior League
Standing

The league which was organized in December proved a
great success.

The teams were evenly matched, and it was

not until the last games were played that the pennant was
won by the Wolverines. There were four series of games played, and the
majority of games were close and exciting.
the season was as follows:
Teams

Wolverines

The
Won

standing
Lost

at the close of
Per Cent,

(La Pierre, Capt.)......

14

6

700

(Sheve, Capt.)...........

12

8

600

Cherokees (Kearns, Capt.).....:...
Leaders (Sullivan, Capt.)..........

10
8

10
12

500
400

Olympics

THE
Pioneers
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Seidensticker, Capt.)..

8

All Stars (Cook, Capt.)............

f

Sub-League standing:
Ey
Aa OS, AAD Yo tak
6 ea

Navy

11

(Hoffman, Capt.)............
THIRD

Tit Div. B. B.

The

DIVISION

basket-ball

8

(RESIDENT

league

STUDENTS).

of this

division

has

changed

League

greatly, nearly every team occupyinga different position
than last month.
As the season progresses the race becomes more exciting and thus many close games are played.
The Crows,
who occupied first place the last month, have been overtaken by the Pheasants, who now have the pennant cinched.
The Eagles seem very fond of
the bottom place as they now have been there for many weeks.
Many of
this year’s recruits have developed greatly and have become regulars.
The

following was the standing of the clubs at the end of last month:
Won

Per Cent.

Pheasants (F. Senn, Capt.)........
Ravens (A. Dorsten, Capt.).......-

16
13

Crows

Capt.)........

14

Orioles: (FL Klein; Capt;) 2.
2
Trogans (M. Kuntz, Capt.)........
Falcons (G. Gonzalez, Capt.).......

10
10
9

1:

454
AS¢
396

8

1

348

(H.

Eagles

(W.

Winters,

Roemer,

FOURTH

Boarders—20
vs.

Lost

Dayton

Shilohs—10

Capt.).......-

DIVISION

(RESIDENT

695
591
583

;

STUDENTS).

The Representative team of this Division met the Day
Scholars in a fierce contest.

The game started with a rush,

and _ play was on several minutes before Ducoing dropped

the pill for the Boarders.

Before the half was over they had annexed four

more and the Day Scholars had two baskets to their credit.
The second half was almost a repetition of the first; both teams played
gilt-edged ball, but the Boarders stuck in the lead and the game ended 20 .
to 10 with Boarders on top. Line-up:
Boarders—20

Day Scholars—10

Ducoing
Diaz-Kuntz
TRA
ree ts
ae a is

Macklin
Referee and Umpire—Cook.

= Oeics en
erard Salis

Roth
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BOOK
THE

CHILD

FABER.

TO

REVIEW

WHOM

NOBODY

London, Burns & Oates.

WAS

KIND,

by

FATHER

New York, Benziger Brothers.

AN ALPHABET
OF SAINTS,
Rhymed by FATHER
ROBERT
HUGH BENSON, REGINALD BALFOUR, AND 8S C. RITCHIE.
lon-

don, Burns & Oates.
THE

RHYMED

One shilling, net.
LIFE OF ST. PATRICK, by Katherine Tynan.

tured by Lindsay Lymington.
The first of these is one of
is a rather quaint collection
smallest merits.
The third
over the world.
The artist
The peot has selected the
woven them into narratives

London, Burns & Oates.

Pic-

One shilling, net.

Father Faber’s “Tales of the Angels.’
The second
quaintly gotten up.
Simplicity is not one of its
will appeal to every Catholic of Irish descent. all
has embellished every page with quaint pictures.
most charming stories about Erin’s Apostle and
interesting and easily remembered.

HUMAN BODY AND HEALTH, by ALVIN DAVISON, M.S., A.M.,
Ph.D. American Book Co., New York, 1909. 12mo., cloth, 313 pp.
This
so

text

often

is

characterized

found

in

manuals

by
of

the

this

absence
kind,

and

of

an

overdose

which,

to

the

meaningless.
On the other hand, the eloquent illustrations
cises direct the young mind to observe every-day facts and
ligent personal hygienic thinking and living.

ONE

YEAR

ATURE,

City.

COURSE

by B. A.

1909.

289 pp.

IN

ENGLISH

HEYDRICK.

AND

of

technical

average

terms

student,

are

and practical exerlead it to do intel-

AMERICAN

Hinds, Noble and Eldredge,

LITERNew York

$1.00.

In this eminently practical text-book the author has, we believe, supplied a
real want.
Of works on the subject there is certainly no dearth.
The more ambitious are too detailed to serve in a one-year course; and the smaller volumes
tend to become merely a list of names of authors and their works.
In this
work Professor Heydrick makes a most judicious selection of the masters in
English and American
literature, whose works live to-day, and who
mean
something to us.
We regret to note that in treating the Victorian Era the
author

has

not

included

the

name

of

Newman.

The lists of recommended
readings
chapter is concluded is a feature that

in the chief authors with which each
will certainly commend itself to every

teacher.

BLACKMORE’S LORNA DOONE.
Abridged and Edited by HARRY
C. DAVIS, A.M., L.H.D.
Hinds, Noble, and Eldredge, New York City.
1908. 288 pp. 60 cents.
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is certainly an admirable study for classes in
Blackmore’s master work
Its great length, however, makes it impossible to treat the subject
English.
In abridging the
satisfactorily within the limits alotted to English Classics.
All that
work Mr. Davis has done a real service to both teacher and scholar.
But the historic
tends to halt the story has been shortened or entirely omitted.
setting is complete, and the descriptions of spring and summer, autumn and
winter, bud and flower, harvest and revel, suffer not at all from omitted detail.
The introduction is complete and makes a highly commendable feature of this
ideal edition of an ideal story.
We trust that similarly-abridged editions of Scott and Dickens will be forthcoming in the immediate future.

DANTE’S DIVINE COMEDY.
Part First, “The Inferno.”
Ainsworth and Company. 1909. 137 pp. 50 cents.

Chicago,

We have in this volume an intensely interesting and instructive presentation
of the “Inferno.”
The classic is divided into thirty-four cantos, each preceded
by an argument containing a short synopsis of the canto following.
The
charts are of special value in that they enable the student to follow Dante in
his conceptions of Heaven, Purgatory, and Hell.
In order that we may appreciate the beauties of this classic, the “Inferno” has
a list of appended notes and paragraphs that make the poem intelligible to the
ordinary

college

student.

The

many

valuable

suggestions

contained

in

the

introduction make this edition a valuable one.
The critics have expressed many and excellent eulogies on this greatest of
modern poems.
Dante’s “Inferno” is a work of such overwhelming, stupendous
grandeur that it is justly ranked with Homer’s “Illiad.”
Dante has raised by
this immortal poem the Italian language.
He found it in its infancy, and by
one masterstroke has shown its vitality, strength, and richness.
He has been
a savior to the Italian people; he has created for his fellow-men a new medium,
a new language, and in doing so has conferred upon them an inestimable legacy.
His name will go down future ages blessed and revered by all lovers of true
intellectuality.
This edition has supplied a long-felt want, and we feel confident that colleges and high schools will soon realize how great a debt of gratitude they owe
to the publishers.

THE
S.J.

SON

OF SIRO.

A

story of Lazarus.

New York, Benziger Brothers.

1909.

By REV. J. E. COPUS,

369 pp.

$1.50.

This is a singularly interesting and stimulating story written from a purely
Catholic standpoint.
The theme chosen by the author is remarkable for its
strength and novelty.
The descriptions of life among the Jewish people are
magnificent

and

the

characters

are

strong

and

clear

cut.

From a literary point of view the writer has succeeded in adding to Catholic
literature another volume which bids fair to rival the best.
The book above all is instructive in this, that we gain a very accurate idea
of the Jews regarding their political, social, moral, and religious relations.
The character of Siro is well depicted.
In him we have an ideal parent, ever
conscious of his grave responsibilities, of rearing his children in what is grandest and most elevating.
The tender, filial love constantly shown by the children,
the

deference

with

which they tell their
of our time.
Lazarus

proves

which

daily

a most

they

receive

history

dutiful

Church is well told.
We read
The book is replete with many

and

are

his

words,

traits

loving

we

son.

the

would
His

candor

ard

love

like

to see

in the

future

career

in

with interest his description
beautiful passages, which do

the

with

youth
Infant

of the “Beyond.”
the author much
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credit.
Apart, however, from any preconceived opinions as to the merits of the
work, the attentive reader will perforce acknowledge their notable excellence.
We cordially congratulate Father Copus and sincerely echo the hope as to its
large sale and wide distribution.

SYDNEY

CARRINGTON’S

York, Fr. Pustet and Co.

CONTUMACY,

1909.

350 pp.

by X¥. LAWSON.

New

$1.25.

This absorbing novel has two particular merits: its remarkable plot and the
naturalness of its characters.
The heroine is a very willful and high-minded
girl who sets her guardian at defiance by keeping up a correspondence with a
young man whose friendship she is forbidden to encourage.
Her persistence in
opposing her late father’s wishes and the commands of her guardian make
her experience much unpleasantness and extreme mental suffering, and her
health is gradually undermined.
The story is well advanced before he reason
of the girl’s strange conduct is discovered, and the reader is most pleasantly
surprised to find her seeming obstinancy but a benevolent scheme to protect
her

intended

husband

who

had

secretly

The whole story is centered about
important persone» play their roles
tracted

to

an

extraordinary

person,

married

another.

the principal character, although the lessadmirably.
The reader is especially atan

intimate

friend

of

Sydney.

She

is

more

or less an ideal conception of all that is good and beautiful in womanhood and
is furthermore peculiar because of her religious inclination and her aversion
of the masculine sex.
Her unique ideas and religious inclination are gradually
banished,

however,

during

the

persistent

courtship

of

her

ardent

admirer.

The author shows exceptional power in delineating characters and keeping
them in conformity with human nature.
The plot alone would be sufficient to
recommend the novel.
Every chapter increases the reader’s expectations and
leaves him more hopelessly in the dark until at a happy crisis the plot begins
to unravel and the reader is surprised anew at the unexpected turn of events.

SOME
CURTIS.

ROADS TO ROME IN AMERICA, by GEORGINA
St. Louis, B. Herder. 1909. 532 pp. Net $1.75.

PELL

In these days of unbelief and unrest in religion, the Church is becoming more
and more recognized as the Rock which will remain unshaken throughout all
ages.
All roads lead to Rome and souls are received annually into the Church
after

traveling

over

different

roads

and

encountering

innumerable

struggles

and

difficulties.
2
The records of conversions in this treatise are of men and women who have
sounded the height and depth of religious doubt and agnostic unbelief, and who,
finally, by the perusal of books and deductions from religious controversy,
sought admittance into the Church.
The conversions described are all of highly
educated men and women who had been brought up in various denominations.
Their search for the true Church of God and their final conclusions are related
in clear, logical, and insistent language.
Every Catholic ought to read this treatise carefully as it will enlighten him
on many questions commonly put by converts or those interested in the Cathclic faith.
By perusing this book he will be able to enlighten some soul groping
in

spiritual

darkness

versions.
The
every Catholic

and

price of the
reader.

CHRISTIAN

remove

book

SCIENCE

some

obstacles

is moderate

BEFORE

THE

and

which

places

oftentimes

it within

delay

the

reach

con-

of

BAR OF REASON, by THE

REV. L.A. LAMBERT, LL.D. Edited by Rev. A. S. Quinlan. New York.
Christian Press Association Publishing Company.
1908. 212 pp.
This book is a collection of articles that appeared originally in the New York
Freeman’s Journal, in reply to Mr. W. D. McCrackan, the leading exponent
of Christian Science in New York City.
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To most of us Christian Science, when used as the name of a religious denomination, is a rather unfamiliar subject,
a misty something that has made quite
a stir of late years, and about which we promise ourselves to get a little more
information “some time’”—meanwhile taking heed lest we betray our ignorance.
Here Father Lambert’s book, “Christian Science Before the Bar of Reason,”
comes in aS a most opportune reassurance.
To be sure, we know little enough
about Christian Science, but we are comforted to find that its vetaries know
about as little, and their common sense as human beings keeps most of them
from being worried much by that little.
Father Lambert tells his readers what
the Christian Science people fail to tell, viz., the continual contradiction among
their several tenets of belief, and between those tenets and common, everyday practice.
Even when propounded by an acknowledged authority such as
Mr. McCrackan, the whole “system” is nothing more than an array of contradictions in which catch phrases, such as “divine mind,’ “mortal mind,’ and
other indefinite expressions, are made to do duty for the “mighty void of sense.”
As for its moral tendency, Christian Science is best described as convenient. .
It exonerates the worst criminal from all guilt and blame, for by its dictum
sin

does

not

exist

at

all—is

merely

an

unreal

nightmare.

The

“way

of

the

transgressor” need no more be “hard” after. he becomes a member of the Christian Science fraternity.
Father Lambert describes it with inimitable humor
on page 152 of his book: “This is a simple method if it only worked; it is as
soothing

as

that

benign

syrup

which

another

old

lady,

Mrs.

Winslow,

invented

for young babies and which has a sounder basis in reason than that invented
by Mrs. Eddy for older ones.”
A perusal of Father Lambert’s bock will convey much useful and timely information, and the editor is to be congratulated on the manner in which he has
made accessible to the general public the arguments of the veteran priest-author.

THIS, MY SON (LES NOELLETS), by RENE BAZIN, iranslated. by
Dr. A. 8S. Rappoport. New York, Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1909. 307 pp.
$1.25.
A late novel by the inimitable Rene Bazin is one of the author’s most powerful and moving books.
It is nominally the story of a sturdy Breton farmer
and his family, but the main theme is really the influence that the life and
whirl of big cities has on the life of simple country people.
The vivid descriptions of the farm and family life there, the hopes entertained for the future
of the bright and vivacious Pierre, his triumphs at the country school, his training for the priesthood, the simple faith of the Breton farmer in the realization
of his pious ambition to see his son a priest of God, the minute description of
college life and the average college boy’s career, the influence of bad companionship, his turning away from his laudable ambition, brought about by his
pride in his mental powers and by haughtiness of character, his break with
his family, his subsequent experiences as a journalist in Paris, and his love and
ambition to rise in name and fame and their result is simply told, powerfully
and with astonishing vividness.
No element of controversy is found, no description of the quarrel between the Church and the State, but a beautiful and
striking picture of the inevitable and perpetual struggle of the old ways of
living and thinking with the new ideas of modern civilization, of every new
generation against every old generation accentuated by the forces and influence which the life of our crowded centers of commerce and wealth has over the
minds of simple country people who see but the glitter and glare of the web
and not the fangs of the spider until caught in the meshes of his woof.
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Exchanges
JoHN F. OHMER, ’10.
In the “Echoes” we enjoyed the originality displayed in “Dear Charming
Nymph,” and after reading, “but something strange had occurred in the
graduate’s class” we were much gratified to find, upon turning a few pages,

the poem “Ave Maria” showing that “same magic influence had prevailed”
in the class of 709. “How Lincoln’s Birthday Was Celebrated in the Little
Red District School,” a well-written story, shows the author’s skill in adapting local color to the theme.
A few original verses would be a little improvement

in the “Nazarene,”

and we would suggest to the editors that they fold the paper lengthwise and
see if they do not think one-half the original size would make a more desirably proportioned magazine.
‘The music scholars contributed two very

creditable essays, and “A Christmas Awaking,” although a good story, was
most too short to have been continued.
“The Grumbling Girl” in the “Loretto Pioneer”. contains a good moral
and its application can be readily suited to the grumbling boy. “A Study
in Fiction” shows a wide acquaintance with books, but we wonder that a

Loretto girl could find time to familiarize herself

with

so many

novels.

“Lyric Poetry” proved very instructive and showed that the writer had a
thorough knowledge of the subject treated. “The Adoration of the Magi”
and “King Winter’ were very pretty verses, but we were disappointed in
not seeing the names of the poets in print.
Besides the instructive “Autobiography of the West African Cotion
Thread,” the “Pittsburg College Bulletin” always contains good stories and
verse. “The Trials of a Musician” was narrated in a tasteful manner, and

“Induction” afforded pleasant and profitable reading. The editorials were
splendid, especially the “Race Question,” which was the product of careful
research and study. We must not neglect commenting on “The Mirror of
Life,” which appeared in a previous issue of the Bulletin.
The diction is

precise and the meter perfect, while the entire thread of thought is beautifully sustained.
“Hernando

Cortes,

Conquistador,”

in the

“S.

V.

C.

Student”

tells in a

vivid manner the life of the conqueror of Mexico, and is well worth reading
by all; for who does not like to hear of those strange people, the Aztecs,
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“Wanted—A

213

Vaquero” is one of the best

stories to be found among our recent exchanges, and was evidently written
by one familiar with the W estern wilds and current terms of the cowboys.
“Education and Crime” is a forcible and convincing article which contends
that education is incomplete without a training of the heart and soul. The

half-tones in the “Student” are beautiful, and we hope to see many similar
cuts in the issues of the future.

The

“Assumption

College

Review”

contains

some

very good

editorial

comments on current topics, such as the “Wireless,” “February 22d,”
“Edgar Allen Poe,” and that on “Something New in Advertising,” treats
in a humorous way the fact that a certain pastor advertised in the newspaper why his church was the proper one to attend on Sunday; because of
the situation, the music, or the sermons.
“The Devil’s Curse,” and “Gui-

seppe’s Sin” deserve much credit, but we were sorry not to find at least a
few stray lines of poetry.
We were sorry to learn that “Purple and White” has temporarily suspended publication. We shall certainly miss its friendly calls. We sincerely hope that it will resume publication in the near future.
We welcome to our exchange fraternity a new friend, the “De La Salle
Chronicle.” It evinces a superior grade of business and literary ability, and
will, we feel sure, prove an ever welcome visitor. Here’s luck and success.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

The following contributions to the Museum

are gratefully acknowledged

by the Curator:
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Faber, of Brooklyn,

facture of their famous pencils.

N. Y., an exhibit showing the manu-
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What Even the Wisest Relish
CAUGHT

UNAWARES.

1.

B—d—d—t—,

2.

The principal kind of islands are submarine.

3.

Continents in respect to their forms of relief are all noted to have—
1.
2.
3.
4.

looked around to see the back of his head.

Mountains.
High mountains.
Mountain ranges.
Very high mountains.

MODESTY

VS. VANITY.

A little hen of modest mien,
And not a whit too fat,
Just went, without a bit of fuss,
And laid an egg like that:

oO
And when she laid that good-sized egg,
Just like a modest bird,

She went and picked her living up,
Without a single word.
Another hen, much larger, too,
Who strutted and looked wise,

Just fussed about before she laid
A dinky egg this size:
Oo
And when she laid this little egg
She had to have her say,
So she went out and cackled, cackled,
Cackled half the day.
—Yonkers

Statesman.
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CANVASSING

FOR

VOTES.

“Fellow-citizens,” ? said the candidate, “I have fought against the Indians.
I have often had no bed but the battlefield, and no canopy but the sky. I
have marched over the frozen ground till every step has been marked with

blood.”
His story told well, till a dried-up looking voter came to the front.
“Did ye’r say yerd’ fought for the Union ?”
“Yes,” replied the candidate.
“And agin the Indians ?”
“Yes, many a time.”
“And that you have slept on the ground with only the sky for a kiver ?”

“Certainly.”
“And that you bled in marching over the frozen ground ?”
“That they did,” cried the exultant candidate.
“Then T’ll be darned if you hain’t done enough
home and rest. I'll vote for the other fellow.”
*

(Extract

from a composition

backwards, it died.

.

.

.

.

” %

for your country.

Go

%

on a “Dead

Robin”):

Drooping

its head

The chirping was then very quiet and sub-

dued in the woods, because the creature was dead.

Mose

Cohen
Spring

Clothes

We hunted up the best clothes makers
before we bought our new Spring lines.
Go hunting if you like, but you can
save that time and energy by dropping
in toour store.
Any time tis the right
time, but it ts better to come
NOW and
thus have a longer time to wear your
Spring garments,
We'll save you
money, too.
If you don’t believe tt come
and see.
Prices $9.88,

$12,

Mose

$15,

$18 and

upto

$25.

Cohen,

At the Corner 4th and Main
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Binding
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Advertisers.

OHIO

When your particular idol, at the ball game clears bases for a home run it is certainly time for enthusiasm.—Avnother will be in the acquisition of one of our Spring Suits. Just your idea.
We

PRICES—

have the clothes that'll make you a clothes ‘‘fan.”

$15.00

Young Men’s Clothing
Department

$20.00

$30.00

Stanly gay

$35.00
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Is a liberal education in ‘‘quality and economy.’’
Butter at half the cost.
Does not get rancid.
Government and State inspection.
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D-ZERTA
D-Zerta, the Perfect Jelly Desert, is manufactured from the best
and purest ingredients that it is possible to obtain and conforms strictly to all
Pure Food Laws and requirements.
It is better, surer and easier to use than
gelatine. One package dissolved in a pint of boiling water and allowed to cool
will produce the most deliciously flavored jelly desert ever offered the public.
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D-Zerta Jelly Desert is highly recommended for the sick
valescent as it is quickly and easily prepared and very appetizing.
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tensively by nurses, hospitals and sanitariums throughout the country.
If
your grocer can’t supply you, send us his name and 10c and we will mail you

a package.
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